NormMaster feature list

What you can now benefit from:

- Support for various single sign-on methods
- Automated user data maintenance by connecting to the Active Directory
- Configurable search screen for standard and expert searches
- Full-text search within document contents and metadata
- Sophisticated authorization concept for data and document access
- Document order tracking using self-defined check lists
- Configurable stamps for notes and metadata on documents
- Management and release of committee and project data
- Data exports for offline use
- Generation of a newsletter about new releases of documents
- Comprehensive folder concept for controlled document access
- Update service for a wide range of document status changes
- Provision of statistics for the analysis of system use, updated on a daily basis
- Web services for data exchange with third-party systems
- Direct links for access to metadata and documents without the need for time-consuming searches
- Configurable workflows for creating and approving documents
- Check-in/check-out module for joint work on documents
- Periodic document reviews for resubmission to the authors
- Support in monitoring whether quotes are still up to date

What you can expect in future:

- Simplified operation, particularly for new and occasional users
- Extracts from documents displayed via the full-text search
- Dedicated activation option for administrative functions via authorizations
- Responsive design for use on mobile devices
- All system queries provided via web services
- Dashboard for direct access to information such as document changes, saved searches, and documents the user is responsible for